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Executive Summary
Since 2005, over 70 oral reading fluency tests have been given in many languages and scripts,
either as part of the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) or as individual one-minute tests.
Particularly in multilingual countries, reading speed and comprehension measures have been
taken in multiple languages (e.g., Kenya) and also in multiple scripts (e.g., Ethiopia, India). As a
result, various reading rate and comprehension measures appear side by side in various
documents. But how comparable are the numbers? And why should they be compared?
Comparing words per minute across languages seems to be a somewhat controversial topic.
Some educational researchers are of the belief that languages differ fundamentally, so it is
impossible to compare the reading rates of students in Khmer vs. English (e.g. RTI 2010). Some
others argue against using reading rates for assessment because of possible pressures and
falsification (e.g. Wagner 2011).
This philosophical distrust of reading rates has turned attention to less precise measures that
use time only implicitly, such as Uwezo in East Africa. It has also limited comparisons to nonreaders, i.e. those who read zero words correct per minute. This measure has had much
impact, but has also raised questions on whether a student with 1 correct word per minute is a
reader. (To define a minimum lower estimate, the standard error of the estimate could instead
be used.)
But reading fluency continues to have monitoring potential. At the very least, multilingual
societies must plan how to improve literacy rates of all students. To design interventions that
reach all students, technical specialists need relatively simple explanations of what these
fluency and comprehension scores mean. They also need to get a sense of magnitude and an
insight of how well students may understand text at various stages of fluency.
Research provides considerable support for comparing languages and even scripts at various
points of proficiency. The support comes from the universal characteristics of human cognition.
The development of language has a significant genetic component, which tends to create
common grammatical structures. Then languages must conform to information processing
limitations, notably to working memory capacity. On the basis of such features, it may be
possible to develop common standards for performance improvement compare findings crosslinguistically. Languages are most comparable when large chunks are used rather than single
words. And comparability would typically be rough; and it would not be wise, for example to
rank countries along reading speed in the way that they are ranked in TIMSS or PISA. But it is
possible to approximate and develop similar comparable interventions.

Research pertaining to working memory functions involving early-grade type materials has
suggested that students would understand text well if they read 45-60 words correct per
minute. Several EGRA studies by the Research Triangle Institute (e.g. RTI 2011) show that
roughly 50-60 words per minute are needed to answer 4 out of 5 questions about a simple text.
One-minute tests are simple and quick to administer, so this 50-60 wpm figure could be used as
a rough benchmark of minimum acceptable fluency. However, units called words are written in
different configurations in different languages. Multiple words may be clumped together, and
the challenge arises how to count them in comparable ways.
To arrive at some comparisons, several methods may be tried. These include: (a) Counting
actual words in connected texts or in lists, using some conventions if needed; (b) using
computational solutions to arrive at coefficients of certain languages vis a vis others, such as 1
Swahili word being equivalent roughly to 1.3 English words; (c) using in multiple languages lists
of words of a defined length, e.g. 4 letters; (d) measuring phonemes or syllables per minute,
possibly dividing by average word length; (e) rapid serial visual presentation, potentially also
measuring perception at the letter feature level. Simulation studies would be needed to
compare these various methods for various languages and scripts and to provide guidance on
which one(s) to use.
The above difficulties have pointed to comprehension as an attractive benchmark. However
this concept presents different challenges. Many educators use the term to mean not literal
comprehension that the mind does automatically, but prediction and inference, which are
higher order functions and require some instruction. Test items may be written for literal or for
advanced comprehension, and these are not comparable. Also working memory has serial
position effects, so the first and last parts of a text tend to be remembered better than others.
Thus a very brief text may have better comprehension scores than a slightly longer text. An
alternative to consider is retelling the text, if a reliable scoring system can be established.
Overall, reading rate as words per minute seems to be a valid and reliable indicator of
achievement, with 45-60 words being a range that is usable as a benchmark. In the low ranges,
e.g. 100 wpm or less, fluency predicts comprehension reliably if the vocabulary is known. The
challenge arriving at reasonably comparable rates suggesting that students in various languages
process roughly the same amount of text per unit of time.
Due to many educators’ uncertainty regarding memory functions, stakeholders are often asked
to determine how many words per minute they would like their students to read. However,
this is tantamount to negotiating with the limits of working memory. If text is read too slowly,
for example 25 words per minute, little of it may be understood. It is more viable to ask
stakeholders to plan for the percentage of students who ought to attain 45-60 wpm over a
period of years.
Memory, Measurement, and Cross-Cultural-Comparability

Understanding fluency and developing benchmarks requires some knowledge of memory
research and its implications. This domain of knowledge is rarely taught in faculties of
education or economics, so this section explains the essential concepts and issues in simple
language. It covers the following topics:
-

How memory encodes and retains a message
How fluency develops and the importance of practice
Why comprehension results from fluency
Knowledge acquisition from reading (reading to read)
Comparability of memory and linguistic reading mechanisms across languages
Common oral reading fluency tests
Psychometric and sampling issues of oral reading fluency tests
Norms and benchmarks pertinent to oral reading fluency tests in various countries

Why is reading fluency a prerequisite for comprehension?
The faster one reads a message, the more time one has to put it into the working memory,
connect it with prior knowledge, and thus understand it. People who read beyond a minimum
speed can understand the text because the mind is able to hold a message long enough in
working memory, contemplate it and bring out of long-term memory relevant knowledge to
interpret it. (See more on working memory below.)
Many studies have demonstrated a close relationship between speed and comprehension
(review in Fuchs et al. 2001).2 The relationship is moderated by accuracy; working memory gets
cluttered with the failed attempts, so a 5 percent error rate is associated with comprehension
test scores of only 75 percent (Barr et al. 2002: 253).
Thus students learn from books only when they can read them fluently. As grades advance,
texts become more complex and if students keep reading, speed should rise in tandem. By the
time they reach grade 6 students ought to be reading about 150 words per minute on average.3
If they only read 90, they cannot read volumes of material, as current modern jobs demand. For
example, they may be unable to read computer screens fast enough or make sense of the
material. Thus, early-grade reading strongly affects the efficiency of an education system. Much
repetition and dropout can be avoided if students read at the required speed.
2

Many studies have found that speed was a prerequisite for comprehension (Laberge and Samuels 1974,
Daneman and Carpenter 1980, Breznitz 1997a and 1997b, Snow et al. 1998; Pikulski and Chard 2005). Struggling
English readers who practiced recognition to the point of automaticity answered more comprehension questions
than students who merely were instructed on word meanings (Tan and Nicholson 1997). Oral reading fluency
measures correlate not only with simple recall questions but also with the comprehension of more complex texts
(correlation 0.91; Fuchs, Fuchs and Maxwell 1988). Similarly the Equipo de Orientación de Marbella (Andalusia,
Spain) found a 0.45 correlation between grades and reading fluency in language, 0.56 with overall grades.
Furthermore, the correlation between fluency and the comprehension measures of a Chilean standardized
examination was 0.4 up to grade 4, and 0.6 starting grade 5. (Torres 2007).
3
Norms are from the US, Hasbrouck and Tindal 2006. In grades 1-2 of the US, speed increases about a word every
week (Dowrick et al. 2006).

The speed-comprehension relationship is particularly strong in the earlier primary grades and is
most obvious in languages with consistent spelling rules. In such languages, students generate
pronunciations of novel orthographic strings independently once they learn the rules. Thus,
they “self-teach” basic comprehension (Share 1999, 2010). By contrast, in English (the subject
of the vast majority of studies) students may see words that they cannot pronounce, so
comprehension may require considerable vocabulary development.
The relationship between speed and comprehension weakens in more advanced grades and
higher proficiency levels, because vocabulary and background knowledge become more
important than speed. This can be the case for students in the US who read more than about
85 words per minute.4 This reading rate is achieved on average in the US by the end of grade 2
(Hasbruck and Tindal 2006). In lower-income countries, however, this rate may not be
achieved even in upper-primary.
Worldwide, fluency is expected even when this goal is not explicitly stated. Curricula prescribe
that students must learn to read in grades 1-2 and perform various tasks related to reading
content. 5 Research in European languages and middle-income environments suggests that by
the end of grade 1, students should be able to crack the code and read, albeit haltingly
(Seymour et al. 2003). Curricula typically expect students to be reading significant amounts of
material by the end of grade 2, so by that stage at the latest, students should be reading
fluently.
Fluency is necessary for comprehension but it is not sufficient (Chen and Vellutino 1997).
Students must know the language and the subject matter. So comprehension depends on
vocabulary depth (Ouellette 2006), morphological and syntactical awareness (Karatzas 2005),
and also on prior knowledge about the situations described in the text. Working memory
capacity is also an important variable; this may be more limited in lower-income children due to
the impact of health problems (Swanson and Alloway 2010; Simeon and Grantham-McGregor
1989, Beaulieu et al. 2005). Inordinately limited working memory capacity may account for the
low scores occasionally seen among readers with satisfactory fluency rates (Georgiou et al.
2008, 2009).6
4

For students reading more than 85 words per minute, comprehension is best predicted not from a single reading
rate measure but from a combination of three-minute tests, reading rate, error rate, and prosody ratings (Valencia
et al. 2010). Since low-income students do not attain this reading rate for years, a single one-minute test may
provide sufficient information quickly and cheaply.
5
For example, the Kenyan syllabus states that: By Standard 2 children are expected to “read simple
sentences/passages related to greetings and polite language” (Objective 1.2.d) as well as a about colors (2.2.f),
numbers (4.2.e), time (5.2.e), position and direction (6.2.e), home and home activities (7.2.e), shopping (8.2.c),
their bodies (9.2.e), health and hygiene (10.2.c), travel (11.2.f), clothes (12.2.c), food (13.2.d), wild animals (14.2.c),
weather (15.2.c), the farm (16.2.c.) and home equipment (17.2.c. and d.). In many of these cases, the child is also
expected to “answer comprehension questions.” (RTI 2007, in Malindi). Thus fluency goals can clearly be inferred.
6
Measures of memory form a good index for differentiating good readers from poor readers (Abu-Rabia & Siegel,
2002; Geva & Siegel, 2000; Just & Carpenter, 1992). Perhaps differences in working memory capacity are caused by
the ability to hold and manipulate phonemes in memory (Crain & Shankweiler, 1988).

Learning to read vs. “reading to Learn”. Beginning readers may not acquire much information
from a text because they struggle to retain the content in working memory. In order to
interchange information between the long-term and working memory effortlessly, readers
must decode rapidly and automatically. The percentage of children in various countries able to
make this “reading to learn” transition is important (Willms 2008). This transition is a particular
concern in English, due to spelling complexity, and it must be achieved by the end of grade 3. 7
If children cannot read English with ease and understand what they are reading by the time
they enter fourth grade, they are less able to take advantage of the learning opportunities that
lie ahead. For languages with consistent spelling systems, students may acquire information
from print within a few months. But since lower-income students worldwide tend to learn
reading later, the English-based guidelines may be useful for them.8
Why Does Speed Result in Comprehension? The Role of Working Memory
To comprehend a message, people must be able to hold it in their mind long enough to make
sense out of it. They must connect its contents to previous knowledge, and store the outcome
in their memory for long-term use. Human memory has many complexities, but it can be
visualized as a very fat bottle with a very narrow neck. The body of the bottle – long-term
memory – is essentially bottomless. It contains an infinite number of memories, intricately
connected into cognitive networks. The neck of the bottle, short-term memory or working
memory, has very limited capacity. Very roughly, it lasts only about 12 seconds and may hold
about 7 verbal items (more likely 4 - the capacity varies depending on whether they are words,
letters, short phrases; see more details below). Within that timeframe, text must be read and
knowledge must be brought out of long-term memory to create comprehension.
Educated people in high-income countries usually process text fast and within the capacity of
their working memory, so its limitations are not obvious. But in low-income countries students
may recognize text slowly, if at all, and they may have little knowledge to retrieve quickly. Thus,
working memory capacity becomes an important limitation. If we read too slowly, by the end
of a sentence we may forget the beginning.
Working memory capacity implies that a minimum reading speed is needed in order to make
sense of text. For simple text and limited prior knowledge, we ought to read a simple sentence
of seven known words within 12 seconds in order to make sense of it. Dividing 7 words into 12
7

This competency is referred to in the 2010 “early warning” report by the Annie B.Casey Foundation, which
highlights links between early literacy (proficiency by the end of grade 3), high school graduation rates, and future
economic success (www.aecf.org). Reading to learn” corresponds to Jeanne Chall’s stage 3, which normally
happens in grade 4 in English (1982), but students of simply spelled scripts may achieve this competency earlier
because they have item-based rather than stage-based development (Share 1994, 1999). “Reading to Learn to
read” could be assessed through questions that require comprehension and extraction of conclusions rather than
merely recall of information items read (as in “learning to read”).
8
The International Evaluation Association uses this “Read to Learn” competency as a specification for the PIRLS
test, which is given in grade 4 (http://timss.bc.edu/, Campbell et al. 2001).

seconds and adding some milliseconds of processing time for messages to travel through the
brain gives a rough estimate of a minimum benchmark: about one word 1.5 second or about 45
words per minute (Royer et al. 2004). More complex and longer text requires higher speeds
for retention and understanding (Tindal et al. 2005); 60 words per minute is a more realistic
minimum benchmark for simple connected text. As shown in subsequent sections, this
theoretical relationship has been held up in measurements across various languages. (See for
example, RTI 2010b).9
Initially students read letter by letter, using parts of the brain that specialize in this function. As
they get more practice, their reaction time drops and they begin to recognize letters rapidly and
in clusters. Then, a part in the brain becomes activated (the visual word form), that specializes
in the identification of entire words (McCandliss et al. 2003, Shaywitz 2003, Dehaene and
Cohen 2010, Dehaene et al. 2010). Activation of the visual word form is a prerequisite for fast
and effortless reading. Performance before and after activation sounds different; the latter is
more like natural speech. Therefore, common people can hear students read and reasonably
judge if they are fluent or read letter by letter. In middle-class students the transition to
fluency may take place within a few days in grade 1, but children receiving inadequate
instruction and practice may be stuck in intermediate stages for years. To ensure that students
progress to learning from texts (see subsequent section), their visual word form should be
activated by the end of grade 2.
The fluency range associated with the activation of the visual form could be used as a minimal
goal for all to attain. However, this can only be measured through sophisticated brain imaging
equipment, which is rarely used outside high-income countries.10 If about seven “average”
words can be recognized in about 12 seconds, then letters have already become clustered into
words. Thus, the memory and neuropsychological estimates may roughly seem to coincide.

9

Words per minute in this and in other educationally oriented measures typically refers to meaningful text or
sometimes lists of words. The reader’s eyes move across the text, and longer with shorter words are averaged.
(Word lists are read more slowly). Cognitive psychologists measuring speed in the laboratory use rapid visual serial
presentation (RSVP) which keeps text stationary on the screen and controls for word length. Under such
circumstances, it is possible to read three times faster than real-world circumstances (e.g. 300 wpm; e.g. Pelli et al.
2006).
10
Brain imaging methods, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, are expensive, but event-related
potentials could be easily used in low-income countries. The perceptual aspects of reading are also assessed by
studying eye movements through computerized displays (e.g. Sereno and Rayner 2003).

If you read a text too slowly for its level of
complexity, by the end of a unit you may
forget the beginning. (By Charles Barsotti,
The New Yorker 7/4/1988)

Relevant studies are few, but they seem to
concur about the reading rate. For example,
Peruvian third graders who read 45 words per
minute or more score understand text better
than those who read less fluently (Kudo and
Bazan 2008; Figures 1 and 2). Among the lowincome Spanish-speakers in the U.S., 30–60
words per minute in Spanish in Grades 1 and 2
signal disadvantage (de la Colina 2001). Also U.S.
students reading below 40 words per minute at
the end of grade 1 are considered at risk of
failure (Davidson and Towner 2005; Riedel 2007).
Adults reading at lower speeds have showed
limited comprehension (Royer et al. 2004).

The working memory model taught for decades
in psychology courses has become more nuanced
over the years. The 7 items in working memory
were based on the recall of English-language digits (Miller 1956), but biophysical research
suggests that a recall of 7 items has a basis in neural code used for the recollection of persons,
objects or places (Migliore et al. 2008). The 12 seconds resulted from reading of trigrams
(Peterson and Peterson 1959), and newer studies suggest that information load influences
time.
Newer models of working memory emphasize the dynamic exchange between cognitive
networks and the central executive function. Under such circumstances, experiments
controlling for context cues, attention, and interference show a smaller buffer of about 4 digits
and a variable timespan of 10-20 seconds (e.g. Cowan 2001, 2005; Alloway at al. 2006).
Depending on prior knowledge, large amounts of information can be retrieved in milliseconds,
obscuring the size of the verbal store. Thus working memory studies have produced variable
results, depending to some extent on the paradigms chosen. And because the amounts of prior
knowledge are variable, newer research has not focused much on the timeframe that
information is available in working memory.
However, the older studies and models still seem appropriate. They used protocols similar to
fluency tests of beginning students, who also have little prior academic knowledge to bring into
working memory (e.g. Daneman and Carpenter 1980). Such students may hardly know the
languages they use, thus the old trigram paradigms have some ecological validity.
Furthermore, reading a text serially word for word resonates with the older “short term”
memory models. These may be the reasons why reading simple text at 50-60 words per
minute helps answer correctly 4 our 5 literal comprehension questions on average. Exceptions
may be tonal languages that convey two bits of information in one syllable, and may thus more
“efficient”. They often have shorter words and may be and understood faster by beginners (e.

Lao). On the opposite end, reading various languages in the unvoweled Arabic script may
require higher speed in order to maintain sufficient material into working memory and decide
on likely meanings.
The functions described above best fit the lower reading rates and levels of education, which
are most pertinent for low-income populations. Thus, the number of words that can
theoretically fit into working memory can be used to set minimal benchmarks at no extra cost.
Also time, research has shown the increased commonalities among languages due to the
underlying neurological mechanisms (Bolger et al. 2005, see below).
To determine parameters precisely, studies are needed that would encompass multiple
languages and writing systems However, studies require years and considerable amounts, that
donors are hesitant to spend. Policy and implementation decisions must be made quickly, so
reasonably developed hypotheses from current research become crucial. Therefore all available
studies must be used to build a causal chain.
To what extent can reading speed and comprehension be compared across languages?
When proficient readers read, cognitive networks are activated in milliseconds, as if the readers
had heard speech. Background knowledge and context rush into working memory (Devlin
2010). Languages and scripts conform to the cognitive resources available to humans, such as
working memory capacity and the transmission speed of the nervous system. Linguistic
variables vary, but do so within relatively narrow limits and may involve redundancies and
compensation (Miestamo et al. 2008).11 In all languages and scripts, an identical site (the visual
word form) gets recruited for reading (Bolger et al. 2005). One reason is that that human beings
are born with knowledge of certain syntactical rules and intuitively identify word order and
which parts of speech constitute “words” (e.g. Culbertson and Legendre 2010). Linguistic and
memory similarities across cultures may account for the similarities in curricular prescriptions
worldwide for reading fluency in the first one or two grades (Bonnet et al., 2001).
Several cross-linguistic comparison studies have conducted. These show that comparisons are
possible within specific parameters. One important parameter is spelling complexity. For
example, a 16-country comparative study of mainly European languages showed that grade 1
reading rates depend on orthographic transparency (Seymour et al. 2003). The more complex
scripts or spelling systems take longer to master, and students keep learning symbols for years.
For example students learning fundamental English reading require about 2.5 times more years
of literacy than German (Seymour et al. 2003). Accuracy among 7-year old German children in
grade 1 was 92 percent compared to 69 percent for English- speaking children (Wimmer et al.
1999).
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A study of word lists showed that the Chinese who have short words could remember about nine and the Welsh
who have long words could remember about five (Ellis 1980). However, sentences even out the variability because
some expressions are longer than others.

International tests have shown similarly close correlations between reading fluency rates across
languages and comprehension. The faster the children read across each Ethiopian language,
the higher were their comprehension scores. Moreover, in order to reach 80% of 100%
comprehension scores, oral reading fluency levels need to be somewhere between 50 and 80
wpm (RTI 2010). Regressions showed that the range of oral reading fluency needed for 80% to
100% comprehension was between 53 wpm to 59 wpm for 80% comprehension of “shallow”
items. For 100% comprehension, oral reading fluency scores were 60.0- 70.4 wpm.
These studies as well as learning and perceptual research give some guidance regarding the
reading speeds that would result in satisfactory comprehension in various languages and
scripts.
A higher speed may be necessary for orthographies that omit vowels and force readers to keep
alternative pronunciations of words in working memory in order to make sense of a sentence
(e.g. unvoweled Arabic, Hebrew, Farsi, Pashto, Urdu). On the other hand, it may be possible to
read more slowly and comprehend tonal languages, where a morpheme carries two bits of
information (e. g. marked tones and short words in Lao, Vietnamese, Thai). Also, students with
more limited working memory capacity perhaps ought to read faster than others in order to
make sense of the messages.
Figure 1 and 2: Oral Reading Fluency and Comprehension Rates for Amharic (Sabean script)
and Afan Oromo (Latin script)

RTI 2010b, p. 41, Figure 22
One determinant of speed acquisition is visual complexity (e.g. Changizi and Shimojo 2005).
The more “ink” needed to write letters and combinations the longer it takes to automatize
them (Pelli et al. 2006.) Thus, Instruction in some scripts and orthographies takes much longer
than others; for example, three years of instruction are required in English compared to more
transparently spelled languages that may require only a few months (Share 2008). Some
syllabic scripts like Kannada are nominally transparent, but their complex letter combinations
also require 3-4 years to learn. The effort to read these visually complex syllabic scripts may
consume working memory resources. For example, Indian students had to read about 80
words per minute in their own language (Devanagari script) to answer 80 percent of the
comprehension questions (Pratham 2009; Figure 4). However, some of the effect may be due to
lack of clarity in specifying comprehension items.

In some countries, average 80% comprehension was attained at higher speeds, perhaps due to
vocabulary deficits or the widespread health problems. For example in Ghana, students
reading in English (not their mother tongue), only answered 3 out of 5 questions correctly at 45
words per minute and needed more than 60 to answer 80 percent correctly. Thus, many
children who attain the minimum reading rates may start ‘reading to learn’ only in advanced
primary grades. The reasons and progression rates require more research, particularly since
comprehension questions are of variable quality.
Figure 1 and 2: The relation between fluency and comprehension
Ghana
Samples in two Indian states, grades 1-5
Average Oral Reading Fluency Rates

Comprehension

25%

50%

75%

100%

83

81
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70

64

63

60
46

46
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40

29

28
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20

16

14

10
0

0

0

Bihar

To answer 80% of the questions correctly,
students had to read more than 60 words per
minute (RTI 2009)

0%

90

Uttarakhand

Second grade test in Devanagari script read by grades
1-5 (Pratham 2009)

The “word length effect” is another relevant phenomenon (De Luca et. al 2008). Beginning
readers, take longer to read longer words. The “word length effect” gradually diminishes in
silent reading after fluency and is reduced in oral reading as speed increases. For example in
Italy it disappears in grade 3 (Hulme et al. 1995; Zoccolotti et al. 2005; Martelli et al. 2009). 12
Experienced readers take about the same time to recognize longer and shorter words. Across
languages, expert readers on average with about the same speed, with some exceptions. Some
languages have longer words overall than others, so reading rates in the order of a few seconds
and words per minute may result. For example, due to the visual complexity and cognitive
demands, adults may be reading unvoweled Arabic a bit more slowly (Eviatar, Ibrahim, and
12

Among Italian children, mean reaction times per letter were quickly reduced (they were 173 msec, 60 msec, and
36 msec per letter in grades 1-3 respectively and were further reduced in grades 3-5 Zoccolotti et al., 2005).
Among adult readers, the word length effect was smaller, although detectable when using a large set of stimuli
(Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002). For example, Bates, Burani, D’Amico, and Barca (2001) found an effect of about 9
msec per letter in naming four- to nine-letter words (annex C of Bates et al., 2001; references of these works are in
Zoccolotti et al. 2005 and Spinelli 2005.)

Ganayim 2004). In laboratory conditions of rapid visual serial presentation (where eye
movement is minimized) and word length is controlled, the readers of languages with longer
words get lower reading speeds than the readers of generally shorter words. For example,
English tends to have shorter words than Spanish and Italian, and a reader may possibly attain
500 words per minute in English but only 400 or so in Italian. The reason seems to again
working memory capacity. However, these rate differences do not affect comprehension, and
implications for low-level reading rates are unclear (Marialuisa Martelli, personal
communication, May 17, 2010.) But the significance of 2-3 words per minute is unclear,
particularly in the higher reading levels.
For research purposes, simulations or computerized methods like rapid visual serial
presentation (e.g. Chun and Potter 1995) can disentangle the word length effect by presenting
one word at a time and discounting the time that a reader takes to pronounce it. Other aspects
of proficient reading could also be measured that circumvent language, such as prosody or
latencies between words. However, these measurements require complex computerized
procedures, and benefits are unclear for real-world reading.13
Figure 5. Oral Reading Fluency Scores Necessary for 80% and
100% Comprehension across Ethiopian languages

RTI 2010b, p. 43, figure 23
Overall, it seems that cross-linguistic differences are more pronounced in the early reading
stages. Cross-linguistic comparability becomes easiest at the emergence of fluency.
Regardless of the effort and time needed to learn the rules of a script, students may hold
roughly comparable amounts of text in working memory after automaticity is achieved.
Comparability can be enhanced by comparing curricular goals of various countries and using
readability formulas (as is done in international comparison tests).
13

This document uses the words fluency and rate alternatively. Strictly speaking, however, fluency requires
prosody. To assess prosody, examiners would describe the pitch, stress, and duration with which children express
text. One study showed limited effects before grade 4 in English (Fuchs et al. 2001, Marston and Tindal 1996).

Computational and other studies show that language equivalence is better at larger blocks of
text than 60-word passages. People seem to have an inherent sense of "word", and languages
of longer words have shorter sentences. Furthermore, simple grade 1-2 level texts may be
easier to equate. At best the word equating per minute would be rough. i.e. there may be
easily a 10-15% deviation among languages, but it would be useful.
Why count words and not something else? In principle one could measure phonemes per
minute, but research shows that our common unit of speech is a word. It makes sense to
people. And because of working memory capacity, the 45-60 wpm help predict how well
children are reading texts. The kinds of texts most comparable are the more elementary ones,
where the needed background knowledge is minimal. (If educated people read complex text
that requires prior knowledge, then knowledge variables get in the way.)
Nevertheless, comparing words per minute across languages seems to be a somewhat
controversial topic. Some educational researchers are of the belief that languages differ
fundamentally, so it is impossible to compare the reading rates of students in Khmer vs. English
(e.g. RTI 2010). Some others argue against using reading rates for assessment because of
possible pressures and falsification (e.g. Wagner 2011). This philosophical distrust of reading
has limited comparisons to non-readers, i.e. those who read zero words correct per minute.
This measure has had much impact, but has also raised questions on whether a student with 1
correct word per minute is a reader. To define a minimum lower estimate, the standard error
of the estimate could instead be used.
Because many education specialists are uncertain regarding the role of working memory and
cross-language comparability, there has been a tendency to ask stakeholders to formulate their
own acceptable words per minute standards. Examples are provided in a Kenyan study (RTI
2010a p. 33, and 2010b, p. 45.) In the former, stakeholders defined 30-70 words per minute in
Bantu languages as a “moderate” benchmark. In the latter, different groups were asked to
independently determine a benchmark for the Amharic language, and then come together to
agree on one figure. The groups had fundamentally different perspectives on the issue, with the
first group (focused on Amhara region) preferring to set a modest fluency benchmark reachable
by a large percentage of children, while the second group thought that it was more important
for the benchmark to be set high. The results were a difference of 60-90 words per minute
within the same language.
The experiences suggest that benchmark setting may be best viewed with respect to the
percentage of students expected to attain benchmarks. Without training and understanding
reading and memory functions, stakeholders may not be well positioned to state how many
words per minute children should minimally read (Table 5). However, they may be able to
project percentages of students who ought to attain 45-60 wpm in a period of years.
Potential Methods for Counting Words per Minute or Roughly Equating Languages

To measure reading fluency, one-minute tests inexpensive assess fluency for the early grades.
Across several languages and scripts 45-60 words per minute amount to 80% comprehension
when vocabulary is known and point to automaticity. Currently the consultants who count
words just count the items that appear to be words. But in the multilingual societies, closer
comparisons would help understand implications.
Unless sophisticated instruments are used, cross-country comparison of reading rates is
possible but rather rough and approximate. It is not possible to say that language A (in which
all children are reading with automaticity by grade 2) is outperforming language B (where
children reach this level only by grade 3), if language A has a more transparent orthography
than language B. So, it would be impossible to rank-order countries against reading fluency
scores, as is done for PIRLS or TIMSS.
To count words per minute, an important issue is to determine what units constitute words in
various languages. Different linguistic families or country traditions can have different writing
conventions, and apparent words may really entire sentences. For example, Bantu and Turkish
languages are agglutinative, while Lao and Khmer leave no spaces between words of small
phrases. Arabic connects pronouns and articles, and some prepositions. Thus, similar numbers
of symbols or syllables may be counted differently in different languages. For example,
counting agglutinations at face value in Bantu languages may give a word count of 30 wpm, but
separating words according to prominent European language conventions ads 30% more to
arrive to 45. To compare reading rates across linguistic families, an agreement is needed on
what particles should be counted as words. (See below). Alternatively, syllables could be
counted rather than words for international comparisons, and results could be presented in
different metrics nationally and internationally.
The research points to potential methods for comparing units read by students across time.
Some options are below.
- Counting actual words in connected texts or in lists. Conventions could be developed on how
words must be detected and counted. Given the similarity of grammatical parts and people’s
intuitive sense of what parts constitute words, words could be counted against a “reference”
grammar (e.g. English that is frequent). This could give a reasonable count for many languages.
Local languages written by Anglophones or Francophones probably separate words at
breakpoints familiar to the researchers who wrote the languages first. But there are many
situations that require different treatment. These include Bantu and Nguni languages in South
Africa, also agglutinative languages in South America, Turkish etc. For example, in various
languages one could count the self-standing words, but not compounds. e.g. Swahili ni-li-mwona. (I saw him). Arabic articles and propositions could be separated, but possessive
pronouns are not self standing. This method might be easiest to use within countries that have
languages written down in the same system.
- Using computational solutions to arrive at coefficients. The equivalence across languages
probably happens with texts of some length. Machine translations help establish coefficients,

and a Microsoft engineer proposed to compare counts in 35 languages. So without counting
words exactly, a ratio could be used. e.g. 60 "word" text in Swahili would be equivalent to a 90
word text in English.
- Controlling words of similar length across languages. South Africa teaches in 11 languages.
For adult literacy programs they decided to control word length across languages, so the
Ministry of Education made up lists of 4-letter words in various languages for adult neoliterates.
Then the amount of text to be processed becomes the same. For low-levels of reading there is
a 'word length effect', so method keeps this variable constant. The lists would be read a bit
more slowly than connected text, and comprehension is not measured. But there is much
research showing a high correlation and a linear relationship at the lower levels, that it may not
be necessary. The 4- or 5-letter words could be used also as text equating means, where the
speed in those would be correlated to the speed of reading continuous text in various
languages.
- Measuring phonemes per minute. In principle one could measure phonemes per minute.
They make little sense to people, but they could be divided by the average letter length of
words in a language. (Again, agreements are needed on what constitutes words.)
- Rapid serial visual presentation. There are also psychophysics solutions, such as measuring
the speed whereby series of letters appear on the center of the eye (by a computer). This
method bypasses language and script issues and tests the automaticity of whatever the reader
sees. To deal with the visual complexity of some scripts, perhaps perimetric complexity could
be taken into account. But then much programming and a computer is needed to assess
students.
- There may be a need to study the visual feature level, given the visual-perception bottleneck.
That is, how many letter features do people across scripts process per unit of time? How many
are needed to make sense of text? Thus far crowding has been studied with side flankers. How
about above and below?
Orthographic depth might also play a role in computations (Yap et al. 2010). Depth could be
used computationally to compare languages and scripts when students are in the process of
learning them. Letter to- phoneme number ratios provide a potential heuristic for scaling
orthographic depth, clustering languages, and making predictions about processing demands.
Table 8 shows that word length—a marker of serial sublexical processing—predicted both
lexical decision and speeded pronunciation performance far better than did word frequency in
Malay. The reverse pattern was seen in English, a deep orthography, where frequency
predicted recognition times better than did any other lexical variable. Length effects were also
larger in speeded pronunciation, as compared with lexical decision, consistent with the
pronunciation task’s reliance (Yap et al. 2010). The findings suggest that reading might require
more lexical support in English, German, and Dutch than in French, Malay, or Spanish, and that
Finnish and Serbo-Croatian can be read aloud using only nonlexical rules. Deeper

orthographies, such as English, might be less salient for readers of shallower orthographies such
as that of Malay.
Table 1: Estimating Letter-Phoneme Ratios for Nine Alphabetic Orthographies as a function of
Vowels, Consonants, and All Letters (Yap et al. 2010)

The letter-to-phoneme ratio is at best a crude metric for quantifying orthographic depth, and
more sophisticated and potentially superior approaches exist. For example, one could compute
the ratio of number of graphemes to number of phonemes, or the consistency of grapheme-tophoneme and phoneme-to-grapheme mappings. However it is unclear whether greater levels
of complexity are worth the effort in reading fluency tests.
Defining and measuring comprehension – Some Issues
As mentioned above, the countries that teach reading in more than one language and more
than one script (e.g. English and Swahili in Uganda, Spanish and Miskitu in Nicaragua, Hindi and
English in India) require some rough comparability methods. Otherwise, students may be
shown to read faster or more slowly. For example, tests in Swahili showed students reading
fewer words than in English while understanding more (RTI 2007). And as shown above, there
is are some complexities.
Some educational researchers have attempted to compare comprehension rather than fluency.
However, comprehension presents a number of problems, which may be harder to overcome.
Is it even worth measuring comprehension? The correlations between speed and
comprehension are high in the lower ranges of reading. So strictly speaking, the measurement
of comprehension is redundant in these ranges. This is particularly the case with native readers
reading in consistently spelled languages. Even if readers are not native, a satisfactory speed
implies that when they learn the language they will understand (e.g. Koranic Arabic and its use
in writing local languages). However, comprehension has “face validity”. Governments must

have a sense regarding the extent to which students understand the language and can actually
make sense of the text, so comprehension needs to be maintained. But it certainly needs to be
clarified.
There are concerns that students may be getting significant reading percentages from
background knowledge. 14 One an alternative to consider is retelling the text, if a reliable
scoring means can be established.

How is comprehension defined?
Comprehension refers to someone’s “ability to understand something, or someone’s actual
understanding of something.”15 This means that some closely related items are linked in
people’s cognitive networks. This is literal comprehension: evidence that a child knows the
meaning of words and how they are related (e.g. open the window vs. feed the cat). Students
do not have to be taught how to comprehend literally; the mind searches for meaning within
about 200 milliseconds after identifying a word (Devlin 2010).
This literal comprehension is most appropriate for assessment. The measure can inform about
content that has gotten through working memory and is on the path to consolidation.
Therefore to demonstrate comprehension, students should be expected to demonstrate that
they understood the gist of a text. Most appropriate would be short and simple questions that
sample the passage of factual information into long-term memory and require minimal prior
knowledge (Georgiou et al. 2008).
However, often this is not what is used. Reading specialists of higher-income countries typically
use the word “comprehension” for higher-order functions, such as predictions, inferences,
summarizing etc. Comprehension questions may then ask for these more complex functions
that require prior knowledge, transformations, need to examine more material into working
memory. And, tests in various countries and within the same country have often used various
types of questions. Some may be simple recall questions, while others (as in Mexico) may
involve inference as well. EGRA has a mixture of 3 literal and 2 inferential questions.
Also, test instructions have differed. In some tests, students were scored only on questions they
could answer during the time they read, while in others students got extra time to read the
entire text before answering, and in some they were even permitted to re-read a text while
responding.
This varying definition of comprehension creates validity and reliability problems. Test
questions for grade 2 could be relatively simple, but this variability clarifies that they are not
comparable. To compare comprehension questions across tests such as various
14

About 45% scores can be predicted from background knowledge (LindaFarrell, Readsters, private
communication, July 26, 2012)
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administrations of EGRA (even within the same language and country), scaling and equating
procedures are needed. This would require pretesting and introduce complexity to tests meant
to be simple.16 It is not being done, and studies in the international early-grade community
probably do not exist. So the magnitude of variation from the usual hypotheses is unknown.
Efforts have been made to set a common metric of comprehension. Out of 5 questions,
answering 4 could show fairly high comprehension. If the questions were simple and shallow,
perhaps the item difficulties would not be very different for students of the same ability.
Indeed informal reading inventories tend to use 80% or 4 out of 5 correct answers to
comprehension questions without item analyses (Marcia Davidson, personal communication 429-2010).
Questions are used because they are easy to score, but a retelling of the gist is also used.
DIBELS uses a ”retell fluency” test in lieu of comprehension questions. This is administered only
to students who read more than 40 words per minute (www.dibels.uoregon.edu). In that subtest
about 50% of the number of relevant words used in retelling in one minute is considered
satisfactory, but the rationale for this number is not clear. Unfortunately there is research
indicating poor interrater reliability in scoring the retelling.
Although the 80% standard has been used, it is really a convenience number of getting 4
questions out of 5. The international community has given little thinking on what constitutes
sufficient comprehension to understand a text relatively comfortably. Missing information
strains working memory, as students must bring in prior knowledge while keeping material in it
at the same time. There is a great deal of research on comprehension in English, but it is
beyond the purview of this review. (Clearly a review is needed with an eye on inferences for
one-minute tests.)
Another issue that complicates comprehension rate as a criterion is the serial effects of working
memory (Gupta et al. 2005). Questions about items that are at the beginning and end of the
text may achieve higher responses (see figure).
Figure 6: Cambodian EGRA, comprehension of connected text, grades 1-6
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However, the finding from RTI datasets that 53-60 wpm are read on average at 80%
comprehension opens the way to some assumptions. It implies that at that speed average
students are reading fast enough to retain a text in working memory long enough to make
sense out of it (about 60 for grade 2 text, higher wpm for more complex text). This would be
achieved only with the easiest items. Items demanding more complex thinking would result in
a lower comprehension score or require faster reading. Thus 80% comprehension seems like
an upper boundary, attained only with the easiest items.
Often one hears from education specialists who have been in the field that some students read
fast but do not understand. (This argument is sometimes offered to suggest that working
memory does not work as expected.) From one simple test it is impossible determine many
issues. About 10% of the children may have an abnormally limited working memory and may
not be able to hold the material long enough in their minds. But more likely culprits are limited
vocabulary knowledge, complex comprehension standards, or other sources of measurement
error.
Given the various doubts regarding the link between fluency and comprehension, as well as a
reluctance to compare words per minute across languages has created some difficult situations
for officials of some governments. They are often asked to set their own standards on how
much comprehension they ought to expect from their students. But they are not presented the
basics of working memory to understand the concept. Working memory is a relatively fixed
window, and to make sense of the text. Students must throw material into that space as fast
and as effortlessly as possible in order to have time to understand its greater meaning.
Due to a limited understanding of memory functions by the educational community, the GPE
benchmarks only say that students will “read with comprehension”, but this may prove
misleading to officials. Comprehension is also a score of 20%. The serial position effects of
working memory mean that students barely reading within the confines of this mechanism may
remember only the beginning and the end of a story. Thus, the hopes of officials for high
comprehension may amount in reality to 20-40%.

It makes more sense to explain to officials the need for high comprehension (at least 80%) and
encourage them to set percentages of students that ought to attain those comprehension
levels over time.
One example of the difficulties encountered in asking officials to set their own standards comes
from a Kenyan study (RTI 2010a p. 33, and 2010b, p. 45.) In the former, stakeholders defined
30-70 words per minute in Bantu languages as a “moderate” benchmark. In the latter, different
groups were asked to independently determine a benchmark for the Amharic language, and
then come together to agree on one figure. The groups had fundamentally different
perspectives on the issue, with the first group (focused on Amhara region) preferring to set a
modest fluency benchmark reachable by a large percentage of children, while the second group
thought that it was more important for the benchmark to be set high. The results were a
difference of 60-90 words per minute within the same language. The experiences suggest that
benchmark setting may be best viewed with respect to the percentage of students expected to
attain benchmarks. Without training and understanding reading and memory functions,
stakeholders may not be well positioned to state how many words per minute children should
minimally read.
Table 2: Draft Oral Reading Fluency Benchmarks by Ethiopian Language

Source: RTI 2010b, p. 45
International Comparability: How to Count Words for Reading Fluency Tests?
The fact remains that comparability is at the paragraph or larger volume level rather than at the
word level, which seems most useful for instructional work.
The length of words as written on paper is to a considerable extent arbitrary. In many
languages words spaced apart represent linguistic units, and in others they do not. Some
scripts, like Lao and Thai, break up at the phrase rather than at the word level. On the other
hand, Arabic includes gaps within words. Agglutinative languages like Turkish, Quechua, or
Bantu languages may write words in long concatenations. In these, many words are connected
that are counted separately in English or other European languages.

As mentioned elsewhere, humans are born with knowledge of certain syntactical rules and
intuitively identify which parts of speech constitute “words” (e.g. Culbertson and Legendre
2010). To develop international comparability, words must be counted in consistent ways.
This issue deserves more consideration, because words have been counted on the basis of
common Indoeuropean grammatical structures (given studies in English, Dutch, other European
languages). However, other language families may result in agglutinations of various sizes. For
Example, Arabic attaches articles and pronouns to nouns or verbs. Some decisions must be
made about which units to count as words. Perhaps syllables ought to be counted rather than
words, but these are not as intuitive. Also, different conventions could be used for reporting in
a specific country, and adjustments could be made on the basis of algorithms for international
comparison purposes. (e.g. counting syllables and dividing by the average number of syllables
in a word of a specific language.) Information is available in linguistic databases with respect to
the statistical characteristics of a language, such as word frequency or the consistency of the
relationships between orthography and phonology.17

Table 3: Swahili passage use in Malindi, Kenya
Jumamosi iliyopita Katana na dada zake,
Kadzo na Fatuma,
Walienda kuogelea baharíni. Kabla ya
kuondoka walibeba
mahamri, maembe, samaki na maji ya
machungwa.
Walibeba pia nguo zao za kuogelea. Wote
waliingia kwenye
matatu kuelekea huko. Walipofika baharini
waliona watu
wengi sana. Katana alikuwa na hamu sana ya
kuogelea.
Maskini Katana, aliingia baharíni bila kubadili
nguo zake!
Dada zake walimcheka sana.
Word count: 60
RTI: EQUIP2 data (RTI 2010a)

Jumamosi i\li\yo\pita Katana na dada zake,
Kadzo na Fatuma,
Wa\ li\enda ku\ogelea baharí\ni. Kabla ya
ku\ondoka wa\ li\ beba
mahamri, maembe, samaki na maji ya
machungwa.
Wa\ li\beba pia nguo zao za ku\ogelea. Wote
wa\li\ingia kwenye
matatu ku\elekea huko. Wa\li\po\fika bahari\ni
wa\li\ona watu
wengi sana. Katana a\li\kuwa na hamu sana ya
ku\ogelea.
Maskini Katana, a\li\ingia baharí\ni bila
ku\badili nguo zake!
Dada zake wa\li\m\cheka sana.
Potential word count: 92

For example, some tests have shown students in Swahili fewer words than in English. In the
2007 EGRA administration in Malindi (RTI 2007), Kenyan students read on average 10.2 correct
words per minute in Swahili and 11.4 words per minute in English. (Reading comprehension
was the same.) However, when Swahili is broken down into words which exist independently in
English, the number of words increases by about 30 percent, and the speed difference
17
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reading and writing acquisition. (Peerman, Lete, and Sprenger-Charolles 2007).

disappears. As Table 7 shows, Swahili passages may have 10-20 percent more syllables than
English but still have 30 percent fewer countable words.

Yemen connected text and questions

The Yemen EGRA text has 9 cases of an attached article and 6 cases of a preposition that in
other languages is often detached (in, then). Thus the text could be considered to have either 9
or 15 words more, i.e. 67 or 73 words total.
Egypt EGRA connected text

The Egyptian EGRA has 4 cases of an article and 6 cases of attached prepositions (and, then)
To avoid complex solutions it is relatively easy to compare the number of phonemic units rather
than words. Syllables are more amenable to comparisons. For example Italian, second graders
read at a rate of 137 syllables per minute or 65 words per minute, and third graders read at a
rate of 181 syllables per minute or 86 words per minute (P. Tressoldi, personal communication
to M. Jukes). However, syllables lack the intuitive sense of words.
Table 4: Number of linguistic units in typical passages from Grade 1 reading textbook of 3
languages (Compiled by M. Jukes).
Words Syllables Phonemes Sentences Syllables/Word Phonemes/Syllable
English B
61
90
220
10
1.5
2.4
English C
63
85
221
8
1.3
2.6
Swahili D
41
100
192
9
2.4
1.9
Swahili E
41
130
240
10
3.2
1.8
Spanish
63
99
219
9
1.6
2.2
Variability* 21.8% 17.3%
7.8%
The agglutinative language, Swahili, has significantly more syllables per written word.
Standardized Achievement Tests in Reading

Donor policy influence and financing has resulted in the construction and administration of
sample-based standardized achievement tests for most low-income countries. The tests are
typically multiple-choice and require reading for the assessment of language, math, and other
subjects. There are also regional standardized tests, such as PASEC18 for Francophone Africa
and SACMEQ for Anglophone Africa,19 which compare language outcomes for various countries.
The more recent versions use item response theory, which tracks item performance across
ability levels and makes it easier to detect illiteracy. However, all tests are affected by reading
fluency. This is also a problem that the International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement (IEA) has tried to confront in its TIMSS (Trends in Mathematics and
Science Study) and PIRLS (Progress in International Reading Literacy Study) that are given in
grades 4 and 8 every 4 and 5 years respectively. PIRLS tests whether students have acquired
the curriculum intended in schools. It assesses student proficiency in reading comprehension
and focuses on the transition from learning to read to “reading to learn”. (It collects extensive
data on the context for learning to read and includes 10 passages, 5 literary and 5 information
in 126 items for 167 score points). The test has items that are multiple choice and also
constructed response questions.
Due to limited literacy among many students participating in TIMSS and PIRLS, these tests are
given in grades 4-6. To assess literacy more directly, IEA is preparing a pre-PIRLS test, which will
be tested in six countries along with PIRLS in grade 4 in 2011, with data available in 2013. It will
be a basic inferential diagnostic testing. Pre-PIRLS may be administered in grade 3, but still it
will not reach grades 1 and 2.
Why should fluency measurements be made through texts read aloud rather than silently? In
principle, it would save time to read silently, but research has shown lower correlations
between fluency and comprehension when students indicate the amount of text read in one
minute. Fuchs et al. (2000) found that for 4th graders reading silently, the correlation was 0.38
with the questions answered on the passage was .38, and 0.47 with the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.
For oral reading by comparison the rate correlated 0.84 with the passage and 0.80 with the
Iowa Test. Perhaps ”recycling” a passage read aloud may help students reading more slowly
retain it into working memory, though that same function may inhibit retention in higher
reading rates. The Chilean NGO Educando Juntos (see below) recommends repeated silent
readings and averages of purported rates, but it is unclear how much the correlation would
improve.
The Aser (Uwezo) Reading Test
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A different type of oral fluency test is given in India by the Pratham NGO, and various areas are
surveyed on a regular basis. According to the amount of print students can read within a few
minutes, they are classified as reading at the letter, word, sentence, or paragraph level. (Aser
2009; Aser means “effect” in Urdu.) This concept was employed before words per minute
became widely known. Pratham has been collecting monitoring data using this concept, and in
2010 Kenya also conducted an Aser assessment. (See www.uwezo.net)
The Aser concept makes intuitive sense to people and has face validity. In Tanzania in 2009
22,000 households were tested by volunteers, covering all children in them in grades 1-8. In
Tanzania about 90 percent of the second graders could not read a grade 2 story in Kiswahili,
and even half of the older children failed to do so.
For statistical uses however, the concept has limited utility. The scale of measurement is at
best ordinal. The progression from letters to words, sentences, paragraphs is discontinuous
with unclear classifications in between. If viewed as a single scale, it is unknown whether it has
a linear trajectory, and whether the intervals between its benchmarks are equal. Clearly
sentences and paragraphs vary a lot in length in real life, and it’s unclear how long the
prototypical concept would look like. For these reasons, the results are in the form of
frequency distributions and amenable mainly to nonparametric statistics. By contrast, words
per minute is a ratio scale, and a child reading 40 words reads twice as fast as child reading 40
words of the same text.) Nevertheless, the Pratham scale indirectly represents the timeframe
in which a person can process a message. For this reason, testing with one-minute reading and
with the Aser test has revealed close relationships.
Table 5: India – Aser Results at letter, word, paragraph, story levels

Psychometric and Sampling Issues of Oral Reading Fluency Tests

To be useful longitudinally as monitoring tools, fluency measures should be consistent over
large samples. Some studies have tested test-retest reliability or alternate-form reliability. The
former could be compromised by repeated reading of the same passage, and the latter would
require tests of the same readability level. Multiple forms in Kenya by M. Jukes gave similar
results. An Aser study in India showed statistically non-significant changes in test-retest and
alternate form reliability (Aser 2009). Overall, it is unknown how repeated large-scale
administrations in the same country would differ in results. To minimize error variance if
reading rates are monitored on a regular basis, testing should be carried out at the same time
each year. Timing matters, because students learn more every day. With the information
known at this time, it seems that one-minute connected reading tests can be relatively easily
and inexpensively used for country and school-level diagnosis, monitoring, and evaluation of
remedial actions.
High reliability is possible because of large differences between fluent and non-fluent students.
However, speed tests tend to have high reliability. The psychometric characteristics of reading
fluency tests can also be studied by considering each word as an item, i.e. have a 60-item test.
In many languages and scripts the “items” would be highly correlated, in others not. Highly
correlated items would produce inflated coefficients, but others not.
Creating a monitoring baseline may seem in principle easy but to estimate correctly changes
across time, very precise sampling procedures are needed. These may complicate the
inherently simple nature of the test. Thus there are statistical precision choices that must be
made. A large measurement error signifies broad confidence intervals, which may make the
tests less useful for monitoring purposes. It may be difficult to document changes over time if
the distributions from one year to the next overlap. Minimizing measurement error
necessitates more complex tests. However, it is possible to study the distribution around the
mean and pay less attention to statistical significance and effect size.
There are other requirements for the use of reading fluency tests as a monitoring tool. Students
progress rapidly, and testing should be done early in the year to minimize school effects, and at
the same time every year. However, the poorer students tend to lose skills over the summer, so
perhaps testing should be done at the end of the year or a month after the school year starts
and students have recovered.
The sample size is also something to monitor for programming purposes; 400 students per
grade are needed to show growth from the baseline, more if other variables are involved (e.g.
rural-urban differences). Small samples and incidental samples may provide a lot of one-time
information. But their utility for monitoring purposes is limited because they are likely to have
significant variability from year to year. Repeated measures from Mexico and Andalusia
demonstrate this over time. Timing must also be considered, and comprehension questions
must be comparable from year to year.
Potential for group testing. Reading fluency tests have been administered individually
worldwide, but logistics may become complex in schools, where students should not hear other

students reading. If some group paper-and-pencil tests existed that closely tracked the oral
tests, this would be useful. Such a possibility exists with the test Wordchains. Students are
asked to mark the ends of connected words within three minutes (e.g.
“houseboxminebicycle”). The test will not work with scripts that have final letters, but it works
at least with the Latin script. Experimentation should be carried out on its use in various
languages. Other EGRA subtests could also be studied for adaptation to a group setting, such as
the dictation test and potentially the listening comprehension test. However, the pros and cons
must be considered, even if tests can be given in groups; for example, collecting and scoring
group tests may cancel out time gains from individual administrations.
In addition, there is software to measure speed and accuracy (e.g. www.soliloquylearning.com).
It has read-aloud voice recognition and comprehension (developed through the support of
NICHD). The software records student voices, corrects the student when words are read
incorrectly, includes comprehension questions and scores the students for future analysis.
Another system simply enables test administrators and researchers to record student words
and responses and assess the number of words (or letters of syllables) correct per minute
(www.educationalhelp.com). Such software can also measure silent student reading.
Norms and Benchmarks Pertaining to Oral Reading Fluency Tests
In middle-income countries, there is little need to think of words per minute or fluency
standards for normal populations. Some students may acquire fluency early and some others
later on, but the vast majority of students acquire basic fluency in grades 1-2. In fact, 45-60
words per minute constitutes minimal achievement, often acquired by the end of grade 1; 45
words per minute corresponds to the 18th and 25th percentile of US norms in the spring of
grade 2, and similarly of Latin American norms (Tables 1-5). In many low-income countries,
however, students may drop out early and fail to attain fluency by the time they graduate or
drop out. Simple numerical benchmarks may focus governments and educators on attainable
goals that can also be intuitively understood.
For monitoring reasons, a number of countries have developed norms. There are English,
Spanish, and Italian norms, and they show considerable consistency. The most prominent are:
US norms (Hasbrouck and Tindal 2006) were developed after large-scale testing of
representative samples (Table 2). English has complex spelling, and several U.S. students are
poor. Other countries have lower-income populations but simpler orthographies. Since detailed
norms have not been developed in many other countries, a number of reading studies make
reference to the U.S. norms (Tables 3-5, Figure 1).
In Chile, the teacher-to-teacher network program of the Ministry of Education set goals for
grades 1 and at 30 and 70 words per minute, while the Chilean non-governmental organization
(NGO) Educando Juntos has proposed goals around 34 and 64 words per minute for grades 1
and 2 respectively (www.educandojuntos.cl). Studies in Mexico, Uruguay, and Paraguay also
offered similar benchmarks.

A Cuban researcher suggested 30 words per minute at the end of grade 1 as a reading speed for
a “normal” child. (Perez Villar 1996).
A study from Spain reported averages for the first and second grades about 50–55 and about
75 words per minute respectively (Equipo de Orientación Educativa de Marbella 2003). Among
the low-income Spanish-speakers in the U.S., a speed of just 30–60 words per minute in Spanish
in Grades 1 and 2 is used as an index of disadvantage (de la Colina 2001). Similarly, a cutoff
score of 40 words per minute places second graders in the U.S. at risk (Davidson and Towner
2005).
In Mexico norms were established in May 2010 after much deliberation and study of norms
from other countries and with technical assistance by the World Bank. Students are expected
to read 75 words per minute at the end of grade 2 (Figure 8).
Table 6: US Hasbrouck and Tindal norms, 2005
Grade

50th % ile

25th % ile

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

53
89
107
123
139
150
150
150

28
61
78
98
109
122
123
124

18th %ile
[derived]
21
45
63
85
90
108
110
110

10th % ile
15
31
48
72
83
93
98
97

Table 7: Reading fluency norms from some medium and higher-income countries
Chile
ChileUSA
Cuba
Paraguay Mexico
Grade
MOE
Educando (Hasbrouk
1996
2005
2006
2005
Juntos
& Tindal)
1
30
35
30
53
50
49
2
40
70
60
89
60-70
70
3
60
100
80
107
70-80
80
4
80
120
110
123
100-120
97
5
100
160
130
139
120
112
6
120-140+ 200
160
150
120+
111
Table 8: Overall consistency but also variability of scores inherent in small samples
Means
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5
obtained
1
6
7

Andalusia
2002
51.43
70.24
70.67
98.18
91.43
109.38

Grade
8

By
40.70
70.71
101.4
120.22
136.18
152.88
Bisquera
General54.10
64.29
89.3
101.03
102.97
111.91
1998
General59.28
77.75
95.97
108.67
122.73
119.54
1999
2002
51.43
70.24
70.67
98.18
91.43
109.38
Note: Equipo de Orientacion de Marbella, Andalusia, Spain 2002. E.g. N=92
Table 9: Reading guidelines used by the Chilean Educando Juntos NGO
Correct
Grade Grade Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
words per
1
2
3
4
5
6
minute
Very fast
56
84
112
140
168
196
Fast
47-55 74-83 100125150178111
139
167
195
High average 38-46 64-73 88-99
111136161124
149
177
Low average 29-37 54-63 76-87
97-110 120143135
160
Slow
22-28 43-53 64-75
85-96
104125119
142
Very slow
21
42
63
84
103
124

Figure 7: Mexico – Reading Speed Standards (May 2010)

167.44

177.70

124.48

157.75

157.63

157.75
138.50

Grade
7

Grade 8

214
194213
174193
154173
135153
134

214
194-213
174-193
154-173
135-153
134

Estándares acordados para Velocidad Lectora
La propuesta está basada en
la distribución de las
velocidades lectoras en
cada uno de los grados,
Esta información se ha
combinado
con
la
velocidad promedio de los
alumnos encuestados en
marzo de 2010, que en
cada grado en la prueba
ENLACE
2009
están
incluídos en los niveles
de
logro
bueno
y
excelente.
Asimismo considera
la
evidencia proporcionada
por
la
investigación
internacional que indican
que los incrementos en
Velocidad
lectora
decrecen
o
se
van
estabilizando al aumentar
el grado escolar
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